Insurance & Financial Services Lead Generation
Informed Sources® has been providing the highest quality lead generation programs since 1991.
While our company is a small boutique in comparison to the other vendors we’ve competed
against, we’ve always been the preferred choice for quality leads to financial heavyweights such
as Beneficial, BankOne, Wells Fargo, Accredited Home Lenders, Allstate, Alexander and
Alexander, and many others.
A spin-off of one of the world’s largest advertising agencies, Informed Sources Inc. employs worldclass analytical tools along with the proprietary Foresite™ dialing and agent integration
system.
All leads are not created equally. Informed Sources®, the difference between a lead and a sale.

INFORMED SOURCES® Foresite™ System
®

Informed Sources Lead Generation Pros are assisted by a unique and proprietary
predictive-dialing system -- Foresite™.
⇒

Foresite™ can incorporate pricing, competitive comparisons and state-specific
information into agents’ screens. Many companies can either provide predictivedialing, or intelligent sales screens. Few companies can provide both intelligent
and complex screening combined with predictive dialing. This combination of
capabilities is the Foresite™ advantage.
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enables you to customize offers, disclosures and sales presentations
by call. For example, you can offer different promotions by county, disclosures
can differ by state, and pricing can vary by demographics.
records all sales and can post audio recordings to your own secure
area of our website for easy quick access.

outperforms any other system and it’s only at Informed Sources®.
It makes our agents smarter, and optimizes productivity.

Creating Lead Generation Pros
⇒ Lead Generation Pros are specially trained using our own in-house computer
training programs. Phone demeanor, data collection, and sales points are
taught using live audio examples from real phone calls.
⇒ Lead Generation Pros are guided on how to collect and secure sensitive
financial information.

Hot Transfers
⇒ Many companies can conference or transfer calls. Our Foresite™ system
enables us to truly integrate our calling data with your lead management
system, while simultaneously delivering a live and interested prospect to your
sales person. Our technical capabilities are unmatched.

Insurance Licensing
⇒ While many lead generation programs don’t require any licensing, we do have
licensing in life and health insurance.

Today’s marketing lists are valuable and precious. That’s why
Today, there’s only one source… INFORMED SOURCES®

Bios of The Owners/Operators
Stuart Goldberg Ph.D., President
As President of Informed Sources Inc., Stu has been responsible for database
building/lead generation programs, strategic consulting, survey design and
implementation, and overall marketing consulting. Since 1991, Stu has been
working with some of the largest marketers in the country to integrate their
strategic initiatives with database and other marketing efforts. He is one of the
country's foremost experts in Target Marketing Optimization. During the previous
seven years, Stu was on the agency side at DDB Needham Worldwide, a division of
Omnicom Group. There, he established a strategic consulting group called
Marketing Decision Systems. MDS regularly guided clients in new ways to enhance
their business. As Director of Marketing Decision Systems, Stu was charged with
directing all quantitative and complex research carried out by the agency. New
product introductions, concept testing, and all other aspects of research were
under his direction. Stu has also held several other advertising agency positions at
DDB Needham and before that at Leber Katz Partners. He came to the marketing
arena after seven years as a professor at Columbia University and Queens College,
before which he completed a Ph.D. in psychology and neurophysiology.

Bob Kasper, V.P. Marketing and Sales
Along with Stu Goldberg, Bob started the company in April 1991. As V.P.
Marketing, Bob is responsible for executing and overseeing marketing research
and telemarketing programs. He has personally trained many hundreds of
telephone interviewers and sales representatives, designs and implements quality
control programs, and is amongst the foremost experts in productivity
optimization. In a typical month, he accomplishes HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of
telephone surveys and sales calls on behalf of large Blue Chip clients, as well as
newer marketplace entrants. Prior to starting Informed Sources Inc., Bob was
Supervisor of Marketing Decision Systems at DDB Needham, where he had been
for five years. As MDS Supervisor, he lead many important marketing and
research projects for clients such as Michelin, GTE, NEC, Volkswagen, Johnson and
Johnson, Bristol Meyers, Campbell Soup Company, Amtrak, etc… Bob is an expert
in marketing research, statistical analysis and database management. He
participated in the Special Achievement Master's Degree Program at Boston
University, where he accomplished a Master's Degree, Bachelor's Degree, and
considerable Ph.D. work in Economics/Econometric Modeling, all in four years.

